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FREE • Published Monda ! and Thursda 
Marooned QUESTION? ' A UCF student may 
have the answer. 
-SEE NEWS,A3 
---:----------
The Knights fall to East Carolina 
19-14 in Greenville, N.C. -SEESports,A8 
On Monday: 
Sports Briefs 
by CFF Sports Writers 
And out how cross country, 
men's soccer and women's golf 
placed in this weekend's meets, 
Sorority raises money 
for member's illness 
by Tyler Koslow 
This year's Assorted Aavas 
competition, a showcase of 
Latin dance, song and spoken 
word, @ised money for Benny 
Abreau, a member suffering 
from cardiomyopathy. 
Volleyball at Marshall 
by Andrew Kennedy 
And out whether the Knights 
broke their five-game losing 
streak on Sunday. 
On Tuesday: 
"Take the shot''with 
the UCF Health Center 
by Viloc Pham 
The UCF Health (.enter is trying 
to break a Guinness World 
Record for the most flu vaccines 
administered in one day. 
Go to UCFNews.com for 
continuif19 coverage ofthis 




Get UCF news sent to your cell 
. phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 




Sig Hansen, from the television 
show"Deadliest Catch,"will be on 
campus Wednesday,speaking 
~bout his life experiences. The 
event will be in the Student Union 
Pegasus Ballroom at 7 p.m. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
FLA. GATORS QB TIM 
TEBOW RELEASED 
FROM HOSPITAL 
florida quarterback Tim Tebow 
was out of the hospital and on his 
way home Sunday, about 12 hours 
after sustaining a concussion 
during the team's 41-7 victory at 
the University of Kentucky. 
POLICE IN SUNRISE 
FIND THREE DEAD 
BODIES IN BEDROOM 
Authorities say police responding 
to a domestic disturbance call in 
South Florida found the bodies of 
three people.A 13-year-old was 
among the dead. Police said all 
three people had been shot 
INDEX TODAY'S 
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Weather 2 
Local & State 2 
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Opinion 10 




Utµversal e-mail switch begins 
Students and staff use Knights e-mail 
DANIELLE COLE 
Contributing Writer 
Beginning Monday, all 
UCF students will be 
expected to use a Knights 
e-mail account in order to 
. receive school-related noti-
fications and information. 
Live customized for UCF 
students and faculty mem-
bers, which includes e-
mail, shared . calendars, 
instant messaging, mobile 
functionality and online \• 
file storage, among other 
features. 
they send .are going to stu-
dents in that class," said 
Kelly Heiligenthal, a fresh-
man biotechnology major. 
UCF adopted tp.is policy 
to better ensure the privacy 
and identity of the recipi-
ents of e-mails and to over-
come problems with 
Knights e-mail is a ver-
sion of Microsoft Windows 
"It's probably better for 
teachers this way because 
they will know the e-mails PLEASE SEE E-MAIL ON A6 
STEVEN BARNHART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Heather Levine, a senior business major, accesses her knights email in the library. 
· Male-female SGA ratio off Students discuss 
energy 
atfonirn 




www.UCFNews.com ASHLEY CARNIFAX 
Online Editor 
Hopeful Student Govern-
ment Association ·Senate can~ 
didates· filled the Egmont Key 
meeting room in the Student 
Union on Thursday for the 
Senate meet · and greet. But 
despite a 70 percent increase 
in candidates this year, there 
was something missing-
more female candidates. 
Out of 107 candidates run-
ning for the 52. seats avaibhk 
only about 30 of them are 
w9men. 
According to the UCF 
Office of Institutional 
Research, 55 percent of the 
undergraduate population at 
UCF was female during the 
fall 2008 semester, yet less 
than 30 percent of the 41st 
SGA Senate seats were held by 
females. 
"There is a lot of competi-
tion," said Brittany Ryals, a 
mechanical engineering major 
running for College -of Engi-
neering, Seat 3. "I cto feel out-
numbered, I will say that, but 
at the same time I think that · 
confidence is very important." 
Having enough confidence 
is important when running for . 
any office said former SGA 
Sen A~tley Lee, who held 
Undergraduate Studies, Seat l. 
"The hardest part about 
running as a female was telling 
myself that I wasn't afraid of 
failure and that, even though I 
had no idea what was going 
on, I am capable of learning 
and handling whichever situa-
tions arise," Lee said. 
Maria Cristina Santana, 
interim program director for 
the women's studies depart-
ment, said a woman's motiva-
tion to be involved in leader-
ship roles typically starts in 
K-12 education. 
If there is a supportive envi-
ronment, she may continue on, 
but usually as a secretary or 
treasurer and rarely in a presi-
dential capacity, Santana said. 
Leeagreed. · 
"I do feel that girls are 
socialized to handle or tackle 
obstacles with less capability 
and aggressiveness than boys, 
which deters women from 
PLEASE SEE ROLE ON A6 
'The hardest part about running as 
. a female was telling my~elfthat I 
wasn't afraid of failure ... ' 
- ASHELY LEE 
FORMER SENATOR, UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES,SEAT 1 




An open forum attracted a 
group of 100 students to discuss 
the future coalitions of on-cam-
pus organizations interested in 
helping UCF's green initiative. · 
The Student Government 
Association hosted an Environ-
mental Town Hall Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 23 in the Stu-
dent Union, allowing students 
to ask questions, voice concerns 
and exchange ideas over UCF's 
environmental sustainability-
practices. . 
Representatives from the 
Student Sustainability Alliance, 
Eco-Advocates, I.D.E.A.S, The 
Unifying Theme, UCF Recycles 
and SGA were some of the 
organizations representing the 
nine-member panel, which dis-
cussed with students issues con-
cerning recycling, solar energy, 
• 
How green do 
you think UCF is? 
www.UCFNews.com · 
PLEASE SEE STUDENTS ON A5 
MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Lisa Kip with the Student Sustainability 
Alliance speaks at the town hall event. 
Engineers market invention Female author criticizes 
interpretations of Islam · Students win energy challenge 
MONIQUE VALDES . 
Contributing Writer 
Creating a device that 
' maximizes turbine wind 
efficiency was easy for elec-
1 trical engineering majors 
· Jonathan Balcer and 
Christopher Hamilton. 
But making the inven-
tion market-worthy will not 
be so easy breezy. 
Balcer and Hamilton 
enjoyed success in July after 
winning first place in the 
, 2009 Interruttional Future 
Energy Challenge in Aus-
tralia. Universities from 
around the world came to 
COURTESY GUSTAVO GAMBOA 
UCF students Jonathan Baker and Christopher Hamilton won first place in an 
energy challenge held in Australia with their three-phase AC/DC converter. 
Australia to compete 
against groups who created 
their own original energy 
projects. 
Balcer and Hamilton 
were the first team from the 
Florida Power Electronics 
Center at UCF ever to win 1 
the challenge. 
In layman's terms, the 
team invented a converter i · 
that malces Wll.ld turbines 
PLEASE SEE ENGINEERING ON A7 
STEVEN BARNHART 
Contributing Writer · 
Asra Nomani has been 
both inspired and discour-
aged by her faith. 
Nomani shared her 
struggle over Islam with 
more than 100 students and 
·guests in the Student 
Union's Cape Florida Ball-
room on Thursday, Sept. 24. 
Former writer for the 
Wall Street Joumal and pro-
fessor of journalism at 
Georgetown University in 
Washington D.C., Nomani is 
the author of Standing Alone 
in Mecca: An American 
' 
Woman's Struggle for the 
Soul of Islam. 
The Global Perspectives 
office, as part of its perma-
nent distinguished guest 
spealcer series, hosted the 
event titled The Paradox of 
Women in Islam. Nomani 
focused on her own experi- · 
ence with the religion she's 
studied her entire life, from 
the comfort of a simple 
prayer taught in her youth to 
the distortion of the faith 
used to justify murdering 
people based solely on their 
nationality and religion. 








News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Kids have lots of questions 
Help kids do their , 
homework with Volun-
teer UCF and the Office of 
Student Involvement. 
VUCF will be helping 
children by answering 
questions that may come 
up while they do their 
homework. The carpool 
meets in front of Lake 
Claire today at 2:30 p.m. 
Call 407-823-3318 for 
more information. 
Find out about Quiz Bowl 
There will be two 
informational sessions for 
Quiz Bowl Wednesday in 
the Student Union, Room 
223 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:15 
p.m. 
Call 407-823-0401 for 
more information. 
Crab fishennan catches at UCF 
, Sig Hansen, from the 
television show Deadliest 
Catch, will be on campus 
Wednesday. 
' He will be speaking 
about his life experiences, 
rough seas and how 
becoming a reality televi-
sion star has changed his 
life. 
The event will be in the 
Pegasus Ballroom of the 
Student Union from 7 p.m. 
to9p.m. 




Keep with local lu:adlines 
you may have missed 
Gators quarterback Tebow 
released from hospital 
GAINESVILLE, 
Florida quarterback Tim 
Tebow was out of the hos-
p1.tal and on his way home 
Sunday, about 12 hours 
after sustaining a concus-
sion during the team's 41-7 
victory at Kentucky. 
Tebow was released 
from the University Med-
ical Center in Lexington, 
Ky., Sunday morning. 
He was held for precau-
tionary reasons. Coach 
Urban Meyer spent the 
night in hospital with 
Tebow. 
Police in Sunrise find three . 
dead bodies in bedroom 
SUNRISE - Authori-
ties say police responding 
to a domestic disturbance 
call in South Florida found 
the bodies .of three people. 
Police say they broke 
down a bedroom door in 
the Sunrise home early 
Sunday morning after they 
received no response from 
inside. 
A 13-year-old 'girl was 
among the dead. 
Sunrise police 
spokesman Brian Gerity 
said investigators also 
found the bodies of a 35-
year-old man and a 32-
year-old woman. All three 
had been fatally shot. 
- ASSOCIAJED PRESS 
I Students walk to 





An organization called Stop Child 
Trafficking Now sponsored commu-
nity events in more than 35 U.S. cities 
to promote child trafficking aware-
ness. 
On Saturday, members of the 
Orlando community gathered at 
Lake Baldwin Park for a two-mile 
walk around the lake in order to raise 
awarene~ of the issue in the Central 
Florida area. 
CHRISTINE OEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Tomas Lares of the Florida Coalition Against Human Trafficking delivers a speech in front of a aowd that 
gathered for a walk in Baldwin Parle. Lares spoke about the imporance of awareness of child trafficking. 
Participants were asked to create 
teams and walk together. So when 
Caroline Berkey, a senior social work 
major, received a flier advertising the 
Orlando walk, she organized a group 
of 10 UCF students called Social 
Workers Against Tufficking. 
"I really like to help people, being 
with people, learning from people," 
Berkey said ''I'm especially interest-
ed in populations that are 
oppressed." . 
Berkey said she first learned 
about the issue of human trafficking 
in a class last semester. In her 
research, she discovered that the 
United States is a prime destination 
for trafficked victims. 
She said trafficked victims are 
especially vulnerable when they are 
being sold into a system of slavery. 
"Victims are just helpless, and 
people are profiting from trading 
human lives," Berkey said. "Lives 
aren't a commodity that should be 
traded." 
According to the Stop Child 'fraf-
ficking Now Web site, child traffick-
ing is one of the fastest-growing 
crimes in the world The organiza-
tion focuses on eliminating the 
source of demand for children by 
identifying and putting perpetrators 
in prison. 
Amy Towells, one of the organiz-
ers of the event, said her passion 
started four years ago when human 
trafficking was discussed on The 
Oprah Wznfrey Show. That particular 
episode described child trafficking 
that was occurring as close as Fort 
Lauderdale. 
"I was dumbfounded," Towells 
said. "I wanted to start a full-time 
organization, and then I found out 
about Stop Child 1rafficking Now." 
Through her work she met Sha-
ree Hendricks, another of the event's 
organizers. Towells said they organ-
ized the event in two months, 
although neither of them had ever 
'organized anything like it before. 
Hendricks said she was unaware 
that human trafficking was occur-
ring in the United States until atten-
tion was brought to it in her church. 
She said she was particularly moved 
because she is a mother and works in 
the education system with children. 
''If we don't stand up for the kids, 
who will?" Hendricks said. "They 
can't stand up for themselves." 
Speakers at the Orlando event 
included Tomas Lares from the 
Florida Coalition ofHuman Traffick-
ing and Drew Kesse, the father of 
Jennifer Kesse, a UCF alumna who 
disappeared in 2006. Drew Kesse is 
the president of the Florida Missing 
Children's Day Foundation. 
Kesse said the United States 
should not be known for using and 
abusing children. 
"It's time for us to take back our 
communities," Kesse said 'We have 
to do bettei:" 
· Students Candice Wilson, 
Shantile Blackburn and Kendia 
White went to represent the Sigma 
Epsilon chapter of Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority. · 
Wilson said when she went to a 
meeting to learn more about child 
trafficking, people were shocked 
that it was occurring in the United 
States. She urged students to 
research the topic and learn more 
about what is happening in their 
own backyards. 
"This isn't happening in just 
third-world countries," Blackburn 
said. "We need to prevent it from 
happening to our own children." 
Jamila Pereira, a junior micro & 
molecular biology major, organized 
students from the African American 
Student Union and the University 













Today TODAY IN DETAIL 
7 ISOLATED 
Today: Twenty percent chance of 
rain. Winds from the west around 
T-STORMS 11 mph., 
High:92° Tonight: Isolated t-storms. East northeast winds around 9 mph. 
Low:71° 
G Formorephotos ofthewalk: 
www.UCFNews.com 
now she is trying to raise awarene~ 
about it 
:E>rexler James, a freshman 
journalism major, came as part of the 
AASU. 
"Kids shouldn't be sold into pros-
titution or be stripping;' James said 
''It's sick and wrong. Kids should be 
enjoying their youth." 
Towells said college students can 
have a significant -impact on the 
issue. She said they are especially 
important for outreach in middle 
and high schools because younger 
students look up to college students. 
'fuld this time we have a whole 
year-to pl~ for the next one," she 
said 
Berkey said the Orlando event 
felt very "grassroots" and that she 
hoped more people would attend 
next year. She plans to graduate this 
year but said she will continue to 
fight human trafficking. 
''It's important to be aware of dif-
ferent issues and trends that are hap-
pening in the world such as this," she 
said ''Issues like this are under the 
table-people don't even know 
they're happening. It's important to 
have a global sense because we need 
to know what we're dealing with, 
and how we can best use our skills 
and our p~ions and our education 
to better the 











Adult Hair Cut ~ 
GARDENS.OPEN AT 6:00 PM• MOVIE TIME 8:30 PM 
Romantic movies plus beautiful gardens. Bring a blanket or 
chairs and dinner picnic basket; Vendor selling sandwiches, 
popcorn & drinks. 
with this coupon 
sa.oo 
~ 
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K-12th grade}, Garden Members FREE. 
Cliildren 15 years and younger must b~ accomp:inied by an adult Kids Hair Cut 
1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando 
407.246.2620 • www.le4 ardens.org .CmoFQRJ,ANDO 
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Text a question to 
542542 and Ryan Jones, a 
senior electrical engi-
neering major at UCF, 
may be the one to answer 
it on the other end. 
Jones is an agent for 
KGB, the world's largest 
independent provider of 
directory assistance and 
enhanced information 
services based in New 
York, according to the 
KGB Web site. 
specific area to riddles 
and math puzzles. Jones 
said he must answer and 
provide credible Internet 
sources to back up the 
information in order to 
make every person's 99 
cents-per-question 'worth 
the money. 
memory and pleasure in 
reading and learning 
information is what moti-
vates him to answer ques-
tions most commonly 
about homework, song 
lyrics and cheat codes for 
video games. 
"Ryan is really perfect 
for this job. He constantly 
has random facts about all 
different subjects. He's 
always -willing to help 
other people understand 
new' things or help some-
one with homework so, I 
think he really likes being 
able to help people all 
over the country answer 
"I'm the kind of person 
who knows a li~ about a 
lot of things," Jones said. 
Jones took the job 
answering questioI¥> sent 
to him via text messages 
because he was looking to 
earn some extra cash. He 
said the job offers an 
incredibly flexible sched-
ule and no boss watching 
over his every move. 
"From my point of 
view, he sits on his com-
puter all day doing noth-
ing even though I know in 
reality he's definitely hard 
at work," said Jones' girl-
ftiend, Monica Branom, a 
junior medical laboratory 
science major. "He gets to 
look up random things 
online for work, but it 
seems like it's fun, too." 
. questions that are impor-
tant to them," Branom 
Jones said his good said. · 
"lt"s weird and bizarre. 
At almost every job you 
meet someone, but at 
KGB, it is possible to 
never come in contact 
with soineone else except 
in writing," Jones said. 
The agents across the 
country are given the 
questions at random 
depending on who is 
working at any given 
time. The same agent 
who answered the initial 
question may not answer 
a follow-up question. 
"When we are on our 
mobile phones, we're 
doing things, we're busy. 
If we have a quick ques-
tion. we'd like a quick and 
accurate answer," said 
Bruce Stewart, the CEO 
of KGB, to the Orlando 
Sentinel in an article pub-
lished on Sept. 4. 
. ' 
Jones has seen the 
good, the bad and the ugly 
as far as questions go. He 
deems himself "the finder 
of the curious" and 
answers questions rang-
ing.from movie times in a 
EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Ryan Jones works in the Bookstore Cafe for KGB, a Web-based directory 
assistance service that answers questions sent via text message. 
Nr. Neianyahu's Offer (II) 
Are 1he obJeajons of 1he Pales1:jnjans Jus1:jfjed1 
ln our previous hasbarah message (#117, "Mr. Netanyahu's Offer (I]"), we told of the Netanyahu's 
government's willingness to allow a Palestinian state to arise alongside Israel in Judea/Samaria (the "West 
Bank") and in Gaza. Not surprisingly, he attac~d certain conditions to this offer, all of which the Palestinians 
totally rejected. The objections that we discussed previously referred to the "settlements," the demilitarization 
of the new state, and the "return of the refugees." 
Wha1 are 1he fac1s1 
In addition to those"conditions mentioned above, 
Mr. Netanyahu's offer of a state for the Palestinians in 
the "West Bank" and in Gaza included two further 
requirements: One, that Jerusalem remain the 
undivided capital of Israel and two, that the Arabs 
recognize Israel to be the Jewish state. 
An Undivided Jerusalem. Before the end of the 
1967 Six-Day War, during . 
indeed the State of the Jews, and so do the over 1 
million (approximately 20% of Israel's population) 
Muslims that live in lsrael as full citizens, with all the 
rights and privileges of their Jewish fellow citizens. 
Nobody seems to object that, for instance, lran 
designates itself as an "Islamic Republic." For the 
Muslim world to recognize Israel as the State of the 
Jews would simply be recognizing reality. 
lt has to be clear to 
which the Israel defense ---------------- every student of modem 
history that the 
Palestinians, if that were 
their real goal, could .have 
had their own state since 
at least 1937, following 
the Peel Report. There 
forces reconquered 
Jerusalem fro~ the 
Jordanians, claims to 
Je'rusalem being a Muslim 
city were rarely if ever 
asserted. Jerusalem had 
always been a city in 
"Here is another chahce for the Palestinians 
to have their own country ... Chances are 
overwhelming that, once again, they will 
reject the outstretched hand .... " 
which many religions and nationalities lived side-by-
side. It was only after the old city was back in Jewish 
hands that the Muslim Arabs declared their desire to 
wage "jihad" (holy war) to bring the city into Arab 
possession. 
The notion to call Jerusalem an lslamic holy city 
has only come about in modern times; especially after 
the Arabs lost the city to lsrael in the Six-Day War. It 
has now gained currency by dint of constant 
repetition. Basis of the claim is that Jerusalem does 
indeed contain an lslamic holy site, the Temple 
Mount, sacred to both Muslims and Jews. But 
Jerusalem has for centuries been the capital of the 
Jewish people and has been the capital of Israel since 
its founding. It is mentioned hundreds of times in the 
Bible. There is not a single mention of it in the Koran. 
Israel is the State of the Jews. Mr. Netanyahu 
insists that lsrael be recognized as the Jewish state. 
But such recognition is obviously only a formality. 
Israel was established as the Jewish state by the 
Balfour Declaration, by the League of Nations, by the 
United Nations, by the consensus of the world, and by 
the facts on the ground. The reason that the Muslims 
do not wish to recognize Israel as a Jewish state is that 
it would supposedly prejudice the rights of the 
Muslims and perhaps members of other religions who 
live in Israel. But that is nonsense. Regardless of what 
it is called, everybody understands that Israel is 
have been many 
opportunities since. The most important of those was 
the 1948 decision of the United Nations to partition 
the country west of the Jordan River into a Muslim 
and a Jewish state. The Jews eagerly accepted the 
proposal, which the Arabs utterly rejected and instead 
invaded the nascent state of lsrael with the armies of 
' five of their countries. There have been many other 
opportunities since, all of which the Muslims have 
rejected. One must come to the unhappy conclusion 
that to create a state is not the ultimate goal of the 
Palestinians. The ultimate goal always has been and 
continues to be the destruction of the state of lsrael. 
Mr. Netanyahu's offer of allowing a Palestinian state 
to be created and to exist along lsrael is a most 
generous offer. No parallel can be found in the annals 
of world history. It is abundantly clear that the 
"conditions" accompanying Mr. Netanyahu's offer are 
more than reasonable. Surely, after decades of open 
hostilities and the recent bitter example of Gaza, it 
should go without saying that the newly formed state 
should be totally and reliably demilitarized. It should 
be clear that the "settlements" - about 300,000 Jews 
in a sea of over 3 million Arabs - cannot be an obstacle 
to peace, since the over 1 million Arabs living in israel 
are not considered a problem. It should be clear that 
the "refugees," which have swelled from the original 
650,000 to allegedly more than 5 million, should be 
settled in the newly to be formed state of Palestine. 
Jerusalem has been the. center of Jewish life and Jewish yearning for over 3,000 years. There is no reason why 
it should not remain the undivided capital of Israel. And, of course, Israel is a Jewish state. Everybody 
understands that, whether the Muslims do or do not wish to accept it. Here is another chance for the 
Palestinians to have their own country anEI to live in peace and in prosperity alongside Israel. But chances are 
overwhelming that, once again, they will reject the outstretched hand that is being offered. 
This message has been published and paid for by 
FlAME ~-
Facts and Logic About the Middle East 
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159 
· Gerardo Joffe, President 
FLAME Is a tax-exempl, non-proln educational 501 (c)(3) organization. 
Its purpose Is the research and publication of the facts regarding 
~evelopments in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that 
might harm the interests of lhe UnHed States and its anres in that area ol 
the world. Your tax-<leductible contributions are welcome. They enable 
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national 
newspaper~ and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all 
of our revenue pays for our .educational work, for these clarifying 
messages, and lor related direct mail. 
118 
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Audience voices mixed reviews of author's stance 
FROM Al 
Nomani began by talking 
about being born in a con-
servative part of India and 
moving to Morgantown, 
WYa. 
connected it to the experi-
ences and crises that women 
in both Christianity and 
· Judaism faced when exclud-
ed from ceremonies or posi-
tions. 
She admitted to "copping 
out'' at this point in her life, 
leaving behind both her faith 
and her community to pur-
sue career goals while ignor-
ing Muslim associations or 
even going to a mosque. 
'She uses a personal interpretation 
of the culture, rather than an 
interpretation of religious texts.' 
"I tried to live by the 
sacred boundaries that were 
passed down to me inside of 
my faith," Nomani said 
-AYUBCOLEY 
GRADUATE STUDENT STUDYING WESTERN THEOLOGY 
The boundaries she faced 
growing up included not 
being able to go to junior 
high dances and having to 
wear a T-shirt under her 
cross-country tank top. 
She criticized the Saudi 
''This was not the Islam that 
my mother had taught me. 
This was not the Islam that I 
cherished inside of my heart 
as a little girl trying to always 
do my daily prayers and my 
daily fast" 
. interpretation of Islam and 
its segregation of the women 
and girls from the men dur-
ing a celebration. She said 
this fact alone caused her to 
question her faith all togeth-
er. 
Unfortunately, in 2002, 
she was forced to face the 
community- she had dis-
tanced herself from when 
her close friend Daniel Pearl 
was killed while visiting her 
in Karachi, India. Pearl was 
kidnapped and murdered by 
a Islamic group because he 
was an American and a Jew. 
"It made my stomach just 
twist up, this was not the 
Islam that my father had 
taught me," Nomani said. 
Ultimately, this is what 
brought Nomani back to her 
faith, a faith that she now 
found lacking in critical 
thinking and common sense. 
"People started trying to 
have power and control," 
Nomani said "The hundreds 
of schools became fo~." 
,._ ,, 
While talking about her 
own experience, Nomani 
MODELS 
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And from these four 
schools of thoughts, she said, 
came the traditionalist and 
fundamentalist visions of 
Islam in the past two cen-
turies. Nomani said that peo-
ple must speak out against 
political movement within 
religion, an intolei;ant and 
ugly version that is spread by 
the Saudi Kingdom, to 
counter the perceived threat 
from Western culture. 
"I know that change is 
frightening. I know that it 
challenges a lot of thinking 
and doctrine," she said 'We 
have to stand up and we have 
to say that there is an accept-
able place where women can 
speak where they don't have 
to be segregated.'' 
Some students who lis-
tened to Nomani responded 
positively, but others dis-
agreed 
"She uses a personal 
interpretation of the culture, 
rather than an interpretation 
of religious texts:· said Ayub 
Coley, a graduate student 
studying western theology 
and a recent convert to 
Islam. 
This was also a complaint 
of another critic in the audi-
ence, Yazen Ghannam. a jun-
ior computer engineering 
major, who said that she 
lacked proof to support her 
ideas. Ghannam said that 
Islamic thought is one that is 
not changed based on socie-
ty, but on reason and sµpport 
from the Quran and other 
sources. 
The non-Muslim mem-
bers of the audience were 
much more appreciative of 
her message and more 
agreeable to her stance. 
"Mainstream Islam 
excludes a lot of people 
whether it is women who are 
isolated or people who are 
from outside," said David 
Loisel, an Orlando resident 
and graduate student study-
ing east Asian art history at 
· the University of Florida. 
Christen Pedigo, a fresh-
man English history major, 
wished Nomani could have ~ 
gone more in depth with her 
views and looked for more 
understanding. 
"Respectful, civil dis-
course, that is exactly what 
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Students willing to pay fee for energy efficiency 
FROM A1 
energy waste, the farmers 
market and the Green Fee. 
Mike Ellis of UCF 
Recycles was on the panel 
to answer students' ques-
tions about recycling. 
According to UCF Recy-
cles' Web site, UCF recy-
cled nearly 1.4 million 
pounds of paper, alu-
minum, cardboard and 
plastic during the 2008-
2009 fiscal year. 
"The state of Florida 
has mandated that we 
have a 30 percent recy-
cling rate. Right now we're 
at 25 percent, thanks to 
everyone here," Ellis said. 
One of the biggest top-
ics of discussion among 
students at the event was 
the road blocks for pas-
sage of the Green Fee, 
which would impose a 75-
cent per-credit-hour fee to 
support UCF's sustain-
ability initiatives. 
"The road blocks are 
with the Florida 
Legislature," said Stephen 
Mortellaro, SGA director 
of governmental affairs. 
''Yes, students do support 
it, so you would think that 
when students are going 
to Tallahassee and saying 
'yes, we are willing to pay 
more money for our 
tuition and fees,' consider-
ing the university and the 
legislatures are always 
cash-strapped, that they 
would immediately sup-
port it." 
Mortellaro said the bill, 
which is sponsored by 
Sen. Lee Constantine, was 
halted by the Higher Edu-
cation Appropriations 
Committee in the Florida 
Legislature, which didn't 
want to impose additional 
fees on students. 
"This year, we're going 
to be trying new 
approaches and talking to 
many other senators and 
representatives a little ear-
lier on in the year,'' 
Mortellaro said. "We're 
going to be a lot more pre-
pared. Students want this. 
I think it's something that 
the legislature will pass 
this year." 
If the Green Fee were 
to pass, a committee split 
evenly by students and 
administrative appointees 
would be assembled to 
ensure funds are used 
properly, Mortellaro said. 
Students also 
expressed concerns about 
energy waste on campus, 
such as lights being left on 
after school hours. 
"We talked to people 
from some of the build-
ings, and basically UCF is 
a 24-hour campus, and 
they are not allowed to 
turn lights out at night,'' 
said Lisa Kipersztok, pres-
ident of Student Sustain-
ability Alliance. 
Kipersztok said she 
believes making the Stu-
dent Union more sustain-
able is easier than working 
with other buildings 
around campus because 
there are a lot of politics 
involved with buildings 
run by specific depart-
ments. 
SGA has worked to 
make the Student Union 
environmentally friendly 
through initiatives such as 
its green roof, LED lights 
and new water bottle refill 
stations. Now, the SGA is 
focusing some of its green 
initiatives on bathrooms. 
Water-free urinals 
were installed in the 
upstairs men's restroom of 
the Student Union, and 
the women's restroom is 
in the works, said Adam 
Giery, marketing and sus-
tainability coordinator for 
the Student Union. 
'½.s far as ladies, we're 
working on two different 
systems. One is a timer 
system. If you're there for 
less than 90 seconds, it's a 
half a gallon flush, if you're 
there for more than 90 
seconds, it's a gallon and a 
half," he said "Right now, 
they're three gallon flushes." 
Tracy Wilk, SGA envi-
ronmental and sustainability 
specialist, stressed the need 
for events such as the Envi-
ronmental Town Hall to 
continue in the future to 
push the importance of stu-
dent involvement in chang-
ing environmental initia-
tives around campus. 
"We all need to work 
together, which is one of the 
reasons why SGA wants to 
hold this forum," Wille said. 
"We need to hear what all 
the students want and what 
all the groups want from this 
movement in building UCF. 
We all plan on working 
together to make all this 
happen. We all provide an 
integral part in the move-
ment." 
MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The aowd progressively grew larger throughout the event, drawing both students and faculty (above). The panel consisted of members of many organizations, 
induding SGA, I.D.E.A.S., The Unifying Theme and B.A.R.C. The panel discussed issues of the Green Fee, energy and redudng waste on campus. 
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PO Box 163245 
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Its your school and YOU should 
be a part of the~ Come by 
the Student Union 214 to find out 
how to get involved With SGA. 
7pm CAB presents ·Pop, Lock. 
and CAB It! feat. Rukus.• Come 
watch UCF's best dance crev.t.s 
and learn their steps. Pegasus 
Ballroom 
1-2pm Volunteer UCF presents 
Federal Service Programs. RSVP 
to vud_civie@mait.ucf.edu. 
7pm SGA Senate Meeting. 
SU218 
8am-12pm Volunteer UCF 
presents Heart Walk. RSVP to 
vucf _hea1th@mailucf.edu. 
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"Funky Fresh Brunch.:- Free food 
for families. Pegasus Ballroom 
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,culturalawafl!f'leSSwiththeMSC 
and the Offire of 4ntematitma'I 
Studies. Key West 218A 
7pm CAB presents "Deadliest 
Catch Capt. Sig Ham.em." Listen 
to the star of the hit show Oead-
liest Catch share hls stories from 
the Alaskan seas. Pegasus 
Ballroom 
7pm CAB presents "Pop, l.:.ock, 
and CAB I~ feat. Rulrus. and 
O.W.E.E.B.S. Come watch UG"s 
best dance crews and team their 
steps. Pegasus Ballroom 
9pm-2am Late 
Outerspace. Come jom us for 
free food, fun, and give-a-ways. 
Activities include Human 
Roulette Wheel, Alien Autopsy, 
'Mocktails: Game Show Mania 
and so much more! SU. 
UCF Fa i y W ekend Oct 
Check out www.getinvolveducf.com/familyweekend 
for the full schedule of e11entsl 
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E-mail spurs mixed feelings Role expectations 
may deter women FROM A1 
browsers such as Yahoo. 
These browsers were 
rejecting domain address-
es, preventing students 
from receiving important 
information. 
One of the features is a 
calendar that allows pro-
fessors to share informa-
tion such as projects and 
test dates. Those dates can 
then be sent to students' 
phones via text message as 
a reminder. 
FROM Al 




positions that have histori-
cally been dominated by 
white males," Lee said. 
Terri Fine, a political 
science professor, said role 
expectations often hinder 
women's ability to hold 
elected positions. 
within the Senate is that, 
because women are not 
encouraged to step up and 
fill positions such as these, 
many don't consider it as 
an option or possibility," 
Lee said. 
However, a handful of 
female senators do take 
advantage of the leader-
ship opportunities they 
are offered. 
It will also facilitate 
compliance with a Florida 
law that requires an 
archive backup of all cam-
pus e-mails, according to 
Robert Chandler, director 
for the Nicholson School 
of Communication. 
STEVEN BARNHART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Karan Patel, a senior biomedical science major, uses his Knights e-mail account to talk with a professor in the library. 
If women are viewed as 
the weaker sex, then per-
haps they are seen as 
unable to handle the diffi-
culties of the position, Fine 
said. 
"When it comes to 
leadership in the Senate, 
women hold a strong 
majority," said Matthew 
Smith, the internal public 
relations coordinator for 
SGA 
Five of the seven Senate 
committees, including the 
Legislative, Judicial and 
Rules Committee and the 
Financial Allocations for 
Organizations Committee, 
are led by female senators. 
"I think it's OK for 
freshman, but for students 
who have been around for 
a while, it is just a hassle 
not being able to use the 
same e-mail they have 
been using all this time," 
said Jennifer Vest, an assis-
tant professor in the 
philosophy department 
''.Also, there is no priva-
cy with Microsoft, so I am 
suspicious of that," Vest 
said. "I don't think stu-
dents should have their e-
mail monitored," 
While some students 
find it easy to use and 
worth pursuing, others 
have run into technical dif-
ficulties and would prefer 
to use other e-mails for 
contact 
"I think it's convenient 
because it gives a separate 
e-mail for teachers to con-
tact students;• said Jessica 
Castaneda, a sophomore 
education major. 
"I am in education, 'SO I 
can use that e-mail to get 
information from the 
school board about volun-
teer opportunities and 
forms," Castaneda said. "I 
haven't had any problems 
with it." 
Others have had a less 
satisfying experience with 
the new setup. One of 
those students is freshman 
molecular biology and 
microbiology major Brit-
tany Ford. 
"I couldn't figure it out 
for a month," Ford said. "It 
is way too complicated. I 
had to go to Wmdows Live 
and try to figure out my 
password. When I asked 
for my password to be sent 
to me, it didn't connect to 
my original e-mail so I had 
to play guessing games to 
get the information." 
"I don't see anything 
good about it," Ford said 
Lucas Sreter, a junior 
mechanical engineering 
major, said the new uni-
form system is unneces-
sary. 
"I don't see the differ-
ence between Knights 
mail and regular Hotmail," 
Sreter said. "None of my 
teachers are even using it, 
and if it takes you right 
back to a Hotmail account, 
then it should just stay the 
same." 
Despite the switch, fac-
ulty will still be able to 
continue using Facebook, 
Twitter and other 
networking sites to get in 
contact with students in 
their classes. 
Joan McCain, the 
advertising and public 
relations program coordi-
FreeLSAT Wednesday, 10114 1pm-Spm Wednesday, 10114 
6pm· 10pm 
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nator for the Nicholson 
School of Communication, 
set up a Facebook group as 
a means to talk to students 
in her classes. 
"I believe students 
don't check e-mail, their 
inbox gets clogged and 
they just mass delete 
everything," McCain said 
"But they will always read 
Facebook." 
Although Knights e-
mail is required for stu-
dents, it is not. mandatory 
for teachers. The current 
system, Group Wise, will 
still be available. 
"I have personally 
experienced functionality 
issues with Group Wise, so 
I am optimistic that 
Knights e-mail will be an 
improvement," Chandler 
said "I do look forward to 
migrating to Knights e-
mail in the future." 
However, some traits 
actually can help women 
in the election process. 
"Women are consid-
ered more honest, for 
example, which has helped 
women overall in politics, 
but honesty may not be 
deemed an important trait, 
so it doesn't help as much 
as people would like," Fine 
said. 
Although the numbers 
look bleak, the number of 
women in politics, both 
on a national and colle-
giate level, has "increased 
dramatically," Fine said. 
This increase allowed 
for what was once consid-
ered unlikely, such as the 
2007 election of Brandie 
Hollinger as SGA presi-
dent, to become very like: 
ly. 
"The problem of under-
representation of women 
Regardless of their 
power within the Senate, 
female candidates still 
encounter negative feed-
back from male students. 
"Last year when I was 
helping campaign, I was a 
freshman, just coming in 
as an engineering major, 
and one guy approached 
me and asked me what my 
major was," Ryals said. "I 
said mechanical engineer-
ing and he said 'you're 
going to quit, you're not 
going to do it,' and I was 
offended. I was so taken 
aback. I still remember 
that, and it made me so 
mad that it propels me to 
want to do more." 
EVE BY TUESDAY AND TBUBSDAY 
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Engineering students to sell turbine part 
FROM Al 
more efficient A wind tur-
bine is an alternative energy 
machine that converts 
kinetic energy into 
mechanical energy. 
"Officially, the converter 
is called a three-phase 
AC/DC converter," Balcer 
said "Unofficially, we called 
it The Pegador." 
Balcer and Hamilton, 
along with electrical engi-
neering majors Anthony 
Wertz and Mike Ramsey 
spent more than a year 
building a low-cost wind 
turbine energy maximizer. 
Graduate advisers Gustavo 
Gamboa and John Elmes 
supervised them. 
"There is an optimum 
rotational speed where the 
wind turbine can extract 
the maximum amount of 
power:' Gamboa said "Our 
converter efficiently trans-
fers the maximum power to 
the battery by finding this 
optimum rotational speed 
of the turbine at a low cost" 
Wertz and Ramsey 
worked on the project but 
had to leave the team in the 
middle of the competition. 
Issa Batarseh, professor 
and director of the School 
of Electrical Engineering 
and Computer Science, also 
oversaw the project 
Batarseh said the stu-
dents developed the entire 
strategy. 
The team was spon-
sored by Advanced Power 
Electronics Corporation, 
Progress Energy, the 
National Science Founda-
tion and Florida Power 
Electronics Center. Now 
that they have earned the 
prestige of first place, 
ApECOR is helping the 
group market the device to 
make it more saleable and 
even more effectual. 
Gamboa said the team 
must malce the converter 
better able to track the 
speed of the turbine in 
order to determine the 
maximum amount of 
power that it can produce. 
The main goal is to allow 
the turbine to cost less than 
$30 per unit and find ways 
to use solar energy in con-
junction with the turbine. 
''.Although our converter 
received the first place 
award, there is still room for 
improvement where effi-
ciency can be further 
increased," Gamboa said. 
''The team at UCFs Florida 
Power and Electronics Cen-
ter is planning to work fur-
ther with ApECOR to bring 
the technology to the mar-
ketplace." 
ApECORhas been help-
ing the team with funding 
and research since day one. 
A big part of the success 
of this converter is due to 
their support and advice, 
Gamboa said 
'We also received signif-
icant sponsorship from 
Progress Energy, which 
funded a large portion of 
the hardware costs. Since 
the completion of our pro-
totypes, we've noticed a big 
potential in the current 
market," Gamboa said 'We 
would have still tried to 
market the product, 
whether or not we won the 
competition. However, 
winning this award moti-
Renewable wind energy 
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vates us even more due to the 
great potential of the prod-
uct'' 
Being under a tight sched-
ule has presented some chal-
lenges to the team's attempts 
since they are now working 
under different conditions. 
Aside from having to trou-
bleshoot more effectively and 
rapidly under deadlines, the 
team members now have a lot 
more on their plates since the 
competition ended 
"One big challenge is start-
ing other projects and grad 
school," Baker said 
It is uncertain when the 
invention will reach the sales 
market. 
Wmning the competition 
and having the opportunity to 
market this invention sheds 
positive light on UCF, Balcer 
said 
''It is a great international 
award that properly repre-
sents UCF as one of the lead-
ing universities in the 
research of renewable ener-
gy," Balcer said. 'We again 
would like to recognize 
Progress Energy and 
ApECOR for sponsoring the 
project" 
The team recently picked'. 
up their grand prize in San 
Jose, Cali£ A dinner banquet 
was held in their honor and 
they received a plaque along 
with a $10,000 check made 
outtoUCF. 
Participating in this kind of 
undergraduate research has 
opened many doors for Baker 
and Hamilton as they are now 
more prepared to enter the 
workforce. 
"Going from book knowl-
edge to tangi.bility experience 
has really accelerated my 
future career," Balcer said. 
''I've graduated with not only 
an honors degree, but an actu-
al invention and experience." 
Batarseh said he could not 
be more proud of his stu-
dents. 
"One of our goals in the 
School of Electrical 
Engineering and Computer 
Science is to strongly encour-
age faculty to engage under-
graduates in research and 
development activities," 
Batarseh said "Such competi-
tion brings the best in our stu-
dents. 
"Today's engineering stu-
dents want to malce differ-
ence in the world ... they 
want to malce the world a 
better place through techno-
logical innovations that save 
lives and help clear the envi-
ronment" 
Balcer and Hamilton were 
undergrads at the time of the 
competition but are now 
working on their master's 
degrees at UCF. 
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rest of game 
RYAN BASS 
Sports Editor 
GREENVIllE, N.C. - Maybe it 
was the four interceptions that 
doomed the UCF football team 
Saturday afternoon against ECU, 
or that they surrendered 10-of-17 
on third down conversions. Either 
way, mistakes led the Knights (2-2 
overall, 0-2 in Conference USA) to 
a 19-14 loss in Greenville, N.C. 
In addition to the four intercep-
tions, the Knights had a field goal 
blocked, missed another one and 
had a pass picked off in the red 
zone, all leading to a loss in front of 
a packed crowd of 43,210 at 
Dowdy-Ficklen Stadium. 
COURTESY THE DAILY REFLECTOR 
ECU ran through arm tackles for most of the game to pick up additional yardage. The Pirates gained 403 yards of offense in 19-14 win over UCF in Greenville, N.C. 
"It's a tough loss because you 
can't leave points in the red zone, 
and that's what we did today with 
the one missed field goal, and the 
interception down there inside the 
six-yard line, and then the other 
field goal we missed.'' head coach 
George O'Leary said "That's 
points there you can't take off the 
board" Game analysis 
Turnovers hold Knights down BYTHE NUMBERS 
2 
Those points became crucial in 
the fmal minutes, especially when 
UCF drove the ball 80 yards on a 
six-play drive in 1:17, to get within 
four points. On the ensuing pos-
session. the Knights recovered the 
onside kick, but senior quarter-
back Brett Hodges was picked off 
the first play of the drive on a pass 
to Kamar Aiken. 
WILLIAM PERRY 
Sports Editor 
UCF lost because ••• 
Turnovers and missed opportu-
nities plagued the Knights all game 
long against East Carolina (2-2, 1-0 
Conference USA). UCF (2-2, 0-2) 
had five turnovers and two missed 
field goals Saturday. 
The UCF defense also had a 
tough time wrapping up the opposi-
tion. Countless times, ECU players 
were able to break through tackles 
to pick up additional yardage. 
Senior quarterback Brett Hodges 
threw four interceptions after 
throwing just one through three 
games this season. and running back 
Brendan Kelly fumbled with about 
five minutes left in the fn:st quarter 
when the Knights were driving into 
ECU territory. 
Hodges led the Knights on a six 
play, 89-yard touchdown drive, the 
team's second possession of the 
game, making things look promising 
early, but it wouldn't continue. 
About a minute into the second 
quarter, the Knights had a 26-yard 
field goal to even the score at 10, but 
kicker Nick Cattoi's attempt was 
blocked. Cattoi also missed a 45 
yarder at th~ start of the fourth quar-
ter that would have pulled the 
Knights to within three. 
Midway through the second 
quarter, the Knights were in position 
to take lead after linebacker 
Lawrence Young picked off quarter-
back Patrick Pinkney at the ECU 23-
Women's soccer 
yard line. A few plays earlier, 
Hodges threw a pass from four-
yards out that found the out-
stretched hands of ECU defensive 
tackle Jay Ross. 
After little action the rest of the 
way, the Knights found themselves 
trailing the Pirates 19-7 with 2:23 left 
in the game. Their last hopes rested 
on Hodges leading the team 80 
yards to get a quick score. 
Following a 35-yard pass to Rocky 
Ross and completions of 13 and 16 
yards to AJ. Guyton. Hodges con-
nected with Kamar Aiken from 10-
yards out for the touchdown with 
1:06 remaining. 
The Knights then recovered the 
onside kick and took ov~r at their 
own 33. Following a false start penal-
ty, Hodges dropped back on first 
down and heaved a ball downfield, 
hoping for Aiken. but once again. a 
Pirate's defender was there to take it 
away to mark a seemingly fitting 
ending to the game. 
ECU won because ... 
Pinkney was able to pick up key 
yards when the Pirates needed it. 
Twice in the Pirates' final scoring 
drive, midway through the fourth 
quarter, Pinkney connected on 
third-and-long situations to keep the 
drive alive. 
The Knights had the Pirates on 
their heels with 17 yards to pick up 
on third down with the ball at mid-
field 
Pinkney took the snap, spun 
away to elude a UCF defender and 
Nick (attoi missed one field goal and had 
another blocked 
5 
The Knights had five turnovers, including four 
interceptions by Brett Hodges 
9 
After missing last season due to injury, AJ. 
Guyton caught 9 balls for 119 yards 
89 
In the first quarter, UCF had a season-long 
scortng drtve of89 yards 
fired a strike to Brandon Jackson for 
21 yards to get the ball to the UCF 33-
yard line. Pinkney later connected 
with Dwayne Harris on a three-yard 
pass to put ECU up 19-7. 
The Pirates turned the ball over 
three times, including Pinkney's 
fourth interception of the season in 
the second quarter and also missed 
a field goal. Pinkney threw for 293 
yards on 27-of-40 passing and one 
touchdown. 
What this all means 
The Knights still have a lot of 
work to do and took a big step back 
after last week's impressive victory 
over Buffalo. 
UCF is now 0-2 in C-USA They 
PLEASE SEE DEFENSE ON A9 
''We were just going to do the 
same thing we did for the first two 
minute drill .... I was going to 
throw that post up to Kamar 
Aiken. and I got hit a little bit, and 
it just kind of stayed up in the air 
forever:· Hodges said 
At the start of the game, it 
looked like UCF was going to have 
some success against the East Car-
olina defense. After stalling on 
their first drive of the game, the 
Knights recorded their longest 
sequence of the season, taking the 
ball downfield in 2:47 for 89 yards. 
It was the first time in six games 
that ECU failed to score first in a 
game, dating back to last Novem-
ber against UAB. 
It didn't take the Pirates long to 
answer. Six plays and 77 yards later, 
ECU nailed a 20-yard field goal to 
pull to within 7-3. 
The Knights opened up the sec-
ond quarter on a sour note as ECU 
was able to gain the lead off a nine 
play, 65-yard drive capped by a 
Dwayne Harris 25-yard touch-
down run with 14:15 left in the sec-
ond quarter. 
On the ensuing drive, it 
appeared UCF would tie the score 
or take the lead as Hodges 
PLEASE SEE HODGES ON A9 
UCF defeats UAB to open conference play 
CARLOS PINEDA f R•);J;:ftY;J;JaJ then we let down a bit, and heels:' Staff Writer they got back in the game," In the second half, UAB AT UCFNEWS.COM Whidden said "But my first showed signs of life getting 
The No. 20 UCF women's 
3-1 goal was off a comer kick, the six shots with three on goal. WOMEN'S SOCCER VS. MEMPHIS soccer took a 3-1 win over ball got cleared back out to In the 59th minute, Danielle Check out our coverage of Sunday's UAB to open up Conference Becca and she found me ... Blair scored the team's only game where UCF women's soccer 
USA play Friday night. UCF vs. UAB The second, Nicolette made goal of the match on 45-yard took on Memphis.The game was not 
The Knights jumped out a great run down the sideline shot. finished by the time we had to go to 
to a 2-0 lead in the first 12 and I popped off a defender. In the 65th minute, UCF prtnt, but here are some highlights: minutes of the match at the ball forward where they All I had to do was finish." went a player down when 
UCF Soccer Complex. found Whidden in the box, The Knights controlled Thomas was given a red card CLOSE SHOT 
Senior forward Courtney where she converted for her the first half of action. out- for throwing an elbow. In the eighth minute, senior forward 
Whidden scored both of the sixth goal of the season - shooting the Blazers (6-3-0, The Blazers attempted to Courtney Whidden's header hit the team's goals. In the third matching her total from a 0-1) ll-2. UCF had three shots mount one final comeback crossbar. It was the Knights best minute, she scored on a head- season ago. on goal in the first period, with less than 25 seconds left scoring opportunity. er off of a comer kick from UCF now has a record of while not allowing a shot on in the match, but senior for-
senior midfielder Becca 6-2-1 and 1-0 in C-USA, goal ward Yvonne George BIG SAVES 
Thomas. improving their record to 4-1 "The first 20-25 minutes blocked the goalkeeper's pass Goalkeeper Reis made four saves in On the second goal, junior in conference openers. The were phenomenal," said head and dnbbled the ball towards the first half, including a diving one defender Christina Petrucco lone loss came to UAB last coach Amanda Cromwell the empty net to score with in the 33rd minute. and freshman forward Nico- season 4-1 on the road "They couldn't get out of six seconds left. It was her 
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COURTESY THE DAILY REFLECTOR 
UCF's Brynn Harvey ran the ball just 16 times but picked up 71 yards fora 4.4yard 
per carry average. The Knights gained 336 yards, the most since 2007. 
www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com A 9 
Hodges' fourth pick seals UCF's fate 
FROM AB UCF and ECU on following 
possessions in the second 
marched the Knights down quarter resulted in 
the field on a l3 play, 65-yard turnovers. UCF's Lawrence 
drive, but a Nick Cattoi ~ Young halted a ECU drive 
yard field goal was blocked, by picking off quarterback 
giving East Carolina back Patrick Pinkney, but UCF 
the momentum couldn't capitalize as 
On that drive, Hodges Hodges returned the favor 
looked solid, completing seven plays later when he. 
passes to AJ. Guyton of was intercepted by ECU's 
eight and 29 yards. The Jay Ross in the red zone. 
wide receiver finished with That pick ended a chance 
his best game since the 2007 for the Knights to take the 
season, nabbing nine balls lead entering the hal£ . 
for 119 yards. · ''We defmitely moved 
"I thought AJ. played the ball today, but what was 
well and made some plays · killing us was the lack of 
when he ~d the opportuni- points in the , red zone 
ty," O'Leary said ''He made today," said Hodges, who 
some [yards after the passed for a career-high 266 
catch], which is the thing yards. ''I threw that pick in 
you have to keep looking the red zone, and we had 
at" two missed field goals, so 
Back-to-back drives by that's points taken away 
from the scoreboard, and at 
the end of the game, we 
kind of needed those 
points:· ' . 
The day didn't get much 
better for Hodges. He sur-
rendered his third intercep-
tion of the game late in the 
third quarter, to give ECU 
the ball on the UCF 30-yard 
line. The turnover proved 
costly as ECU converted it 
into a 19-yard field goal 
The Knights missed 
another scoring opportuni-
ty to open the fourth, as Cat-
toi missed a 45-yard attempt 
with 13:35 remaining. 
The next drive doomed 
UCF, as the Pirates moved 
the ball 72 yards down the 
field, converting on a three-
yard strike from Pinkney to 
Harris to put ECU up. 19-7. 
The Pirates converted on 
three key third down situa-
However, UCF still had a 
chance to win the game in 
the final minutes after 
recovering the onside kick, 
but Hodges' fourth turnover 
of the game sealed the 
Knights' fate. 
Despjte key turnovers, 
O'Leary said there will not 
be a quarterback change 
next week going into a 
home game against Mem-
phis, but that backup Rob 
Calabrese is there if needed 
''I already spoke to him 
about throwing four [inter-
ceptions]," O'Leary said. 
"[Hodges] is our quarter-
back. I think there is a ti.me 
where Rob will have to play, 
but I think [Hodges] was 
basically telegraphing the 
ball and as soon as he threw 
it, we knew what was hap-
pening there. 
Defense allows 403 yards to ECU 
, ti.ans on the final drive, 
including plays of 11 and 21 
yards on third and long. 
''I think he does so many 
other thing~ well that you 
have to continue to just 
workhim." 
FROM AB 
will have to play catch-up 
the rest of the season with 
six conference games left 
on the schedule, including 
a Nov. 14 date with the 
.Houston Cougars on 
homecoming weekend. 
The defense was 
exposed all the . way 
around, allowing 403 
· yards to ECU. The 
Knights recorded just one 
sack and were unable to 
put much pressure on the 
quarterback. 
Up front, ECU was able 
to open huge running 
lanes and protected 
Pinkney all game long. 
The Pirates were able to 
pick up big chunks of 
yards and often found 
their way into the Knights' 





'The Doctor Is Always In" 
Urgent Care Medical Services 
Provided By Board Certified Physicians. 
No Appointment Necessary. 
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 
407-282-2044 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm 
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm 
Open Most liolidays 
UniversityWalkin.com 
Most Insurances Accepted 
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF, 
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.) 
dent of Hallman leading 
the Knights in tackles with 
13. 
Brett Hodges was not 
as calm and composed in 
the pocket against ECU as 
he was ~gainst Buffll'.lo. He 
ran the ball just one time 
and was sacked five times. 
Game ball 
After missing all oflast 
season due to injury, red-
shirt sophomore wide 
receiver A.J. Guyton 
caught nine balls for 119 
yards. It was his first 100-
yard receiving game. 
Noteworthy 
UCF had a season-high 
336 yards of offense. The 
highest total the team has 
had since the 2007 C-USA 
championship game when 
they had 436. 
· NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY I NO DOCTOR VISIT NEEDED 
. ANYLAB 
407-737-TEST (8378) ~:-«:~ VNOW 
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ASKFIRAMRR 
TIRED OF CROWDS 
Please visit us In the ROTC Building behind the gymnasium so we may answer your questions. 
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OUR STANCE 
Geitder r'oles: It's . . 
time for a change 
I t s~ems a little ironic that while everything 
from our personal 
interactions to technology 
to infrastructure has 
changed our society, we 
still face the same gender-
based social issues that 
have plagued us for genera-
tions. · 
We can access every pos-
sible thing from our 
iPhones, but a woman on 
the political stage can still 
seem like a faraway dream. 
International, national, 
state and local female politi-
cians can all feel the uncom-
tbrtable preference toward 
men in politics. 
As UCF students, we can 
still feel it on campus with 
the 42nd SGA Senate elec-
tions. 
This yeru;, there was a 70 
. percent increase in candi-
dates trying to grab a seat 
on the senate. 
An increased interest in 
college politics is a good 
sign that our student body 
is not completely apathetic. 
Even with the new num-· 
bers, only about 30 of the 
107 candidates are women. 
We are alarmed at the 
low female political repre-
sentation, especially given 
the fact that there are actu-
ally more women enrolled 
at UCF than men. 
Women on campus have 
no problem representing 
their gender in the Greek 
community as well as vari-
ous clubs on campus. Sure-
ly we can produce politi-
cians just as easily. 
Or, is it a case of politics 
just not appealing to the 
UCF female community? 
But a lower level of 
female political leaders is 
not just a UCF issue. Just a recently sat down with the 
few days ago Madeleine M. executive officers of SGA. 
Kunin, the first female gov- We only felt welcomed, 
emor of Vermont and respected and encouraged 
recent author, wrote· a piece for our role on campus. We 
for The Huffington Post definitely did not feel dis-
regarding the dismal num- criminated.against because 
ber of women in politics. of our genders. 
She just finished a book It saddened us to learn 
tour that included meeting that SGA Senate candidates 
different female politicians were not representative of 
throughout the United· the overall male-to-female 
States. ratio that represents UCF. 
She explains that in We hope that the future 
South Carolina the women Senate officials, men and 
she met with and read women, will encourage an 
about feel their political equal gender representa-
environment is sexist. tion. 
Kunin said, "That day I It is the responsibility of 
had read ~ editorial in the women at UCF to stand up 
Furman [University] stu- and be a part of the repre-
dent newspaper decrying sentation in student gov- · 
the lingering influence of · emment. 
the Southern Baptist chbrch Women, just like in the 
and its role in diminishing national political realm, 
the role of women. Women know best what it is that 
are not encouraged to be they want from their repre-
leaders." sented leader. 
Of course, we are sad- Why not be a part of the 
dened to read that such dis- process, actively working to 
crimination still exists, but make UCF a better place to 
we were shocked to learn learn for fellow women, as 
that student female leaders well as people of both gen-
on our campus share some ders? 
of the same feelings. And don't stop there. 
Our reporter, while Women should get more 
interviewing women who involved in national politics 
were running for the SGA as well. 
Senate, .learned that some If Hillary Clinton's cam-
felt they had a bit of trouble paign during the last Demo-
gaining respect from male cratic Party primaries 
candidates. , taught us anything, it is that 
How could we; a rela- · the looming oppression that 
tively new university with once pushed women away 
52,000 diverse students, from politics is beginning 
possibly harbor sexist feel- to be broken. 
ings? Especially since we do At the very least, we 
not have any strong reli- •· expect everyone in SGA to 
gious ties to blame like treat one another, and espe-
South Carolina. dally the student body, that 
The one man and four they have been elected to 
women that comprise most represent with total respect, 
of the editors for this paper regardless of gender. 
Kitow your less-
lethal ,weapons 
T he protestors at the Group of 20 confer-
ence in Pittsburgh last 
week can tell you; police 
won't try to kill a protestor, 
but hurting lots of them all at 
once is a seemingly accept-
able tactic. Law enforcement 
tasked with keeping the 
peace made the ironic choice 
of 1,lilVeiling a shiny new 
"sound cannon'' on protes-
tors and anyone in the imme-
diate area. 
Even though we're not the 
target consumer for most 
non-lethal weapons, college 
students somehow end up 
very well represented among 
the targets of the target con-
sumers. And no matter how 
little attention you pay to the 
field, the world of non-lethal 
or "less-lethal" technology is 
always growing with new 
and exciting ways of forcit:;tg 
people to do things they 
weren't otherwise keen on. 
· In fact, the sound cannon 
- a device that emits a 
directional screeching sound 
that causes all those in range 
to cover their ears and back 
off - has been proven effec-
tive against pirates. Last 
week was the debut of the 
device against American 
civilians. 
What's even scarier is 
some of the stuff they have 
waiting in the wings - take 
a moment to do an online 
search for ''pain ray." 
As things change, and 
more people who probably 
never expected they would 
be part of an act of civil 
unrest find themselves with 
1 \.< 
... 
something to speak out 
against, the issue of how 
these things should play out 
keeps getting muddled by an 
apparent arms race in which 
law enforcement is showing 
a commanding lead. 
In this post-don't-tase-me-
.bro landscape, how much do 
we really trust that the new 
hardware police keep picking 
up is being utilized properly? 
There was a push at UCF 
to take the Taser off the table 
for the UCF Police Depart-
ment after the incident at the 
University of Florida, but 
SGA ultimately didn't get 
behind the movement. It 
turned out that our campus 
police force has a pretty 
good record of using their 
stun guns conservatively. 
Perhaps what complicates 
the matter further is that 
even though reports of abuse 
keep coming up, people ulti-
mately appreciate the less-
lethal weapons as an alterna-
tive to the mostly lethal 
weapons. 
Tasers and riot gear can 
and have saved lives by 
allowing law enforcement to 
deal with violent situations 
without r~sorting to live 
ammunition, which makes it 
difficult to argue that they 
should be taken away alto-
gether. 
What can be said for cer-
tain is that loqking through 
reports of how Tasers have 
been used across the country 
in the past few years shows 
that they're not being used 
exclusively as an alternative 
in situations where lethal 
I 
force would have been nec-
essary. 
Protests can turn into 
riots, and riots tend to hurt 
people and destroy things. 
However, we can:t let strate-
gically distributed physical 
pain become the standard for 
any kind of protest. 
What these new technolo-
gies and techniques should-
n't become is a shortcut to 
making a crowd with a dis-
senting op'inion shut up. 
While the marches at the 
G-20 were largely without 
permits, it still shouldn't be a 
major issue that expressing 
dissatisfaction with the lead-
ers of the world requires a 
gas mask, sports padding and 
now a good set of earmuffs. 
Pushing somebody to the 
limit of their pain threshold 
has a narrow effect in terms 
of actually controlling a 
crowd; people who are dis-
satisfied and are then made 
more dissatisfied will adapt 
or just move and be a nui-
sance somewhere else. 
With reports saying that 
there were fewer protestors 
at the Pittsburgh event than 
the London G-20, it shows 
that the less-lethal equip-
ment might not be the last 
resort it's supposed to be. 
It's wm;th the time to con-
sider the issue and know 
where you stand on the use 
of less-lethal crowd control 
When the tear gas canisters 
started to land on the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh campus 
last week, it's likely a few col-
lege students developed their 
own opinions. 
) Yes, we o.J({) it to th i 5 'co. 'oH .. . Been 
r\o.nnin9 it for 
~eo.r 5 . . . Now ~OU.. 
ju.St e~rect u..5 to 
-
9 i ve h i ({) u..r? 
TIM GOHEEN/ MCCLATCHYTRIBUNE 
Putting a dent 
in digital deceit· 
photos isn't intractable to 
the human mind; should-
n't we be sharpening our 
own images of the world? 
It doesn't take digital 
wizardry to affect the 
viewer's perception. 
There isn'.t anything 
about digital photo edit-
ing that causes a break-
Has anyone ever 
thought that mankind's 
ability to use Photoshop 
has surpassed its grip on 
reality, to the point that 
government intervention 
is necessary? It's a popu-
lar notion in France, 
according to a recently . 
introduced bill in the 
French Parliament. If 
passed, the bill would 
require a disclaimer on 
retouched photos warn-
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF down in the ability to 
scrutinize and respond 
rationally to images in the 
media. An unrealistic 
Opinions Editor 
ing the viewer that the person's 
appearance has been modified. 
The law is aimed at print adver-
tising, but the supporters of the pro-
posed law are hoping it will be 
applied to billboards, art photos, 
packaging and campaign photos. 
The cost of publishing a digitally 
enhanced photo without the health 
warning depends on which is high-
er: a $50,000 .fine or a fine equiva-
lent to half the cost of the publicity 
campaign in which the offending 
photo was published. 
About time for a civilized nation 
to do the right thing and take 
responsibility for telling citizens 
what is real. 
1bis issue is as relevant here as it 
is in France, or any place else where 
media exposure has been linked to 
the psychological well-being of the 
population. 
The law is an effort to prqtect 
adolescents from developing disor-
ders because of the unrealistic 
appearance standards set by adver-
tising, and couldn't possibly be a 
more misguided attempt to address 
a worthy issue. 
Not to say that the law doesn't 
make sense in an ineffectual, politi-
cal kind of way. If the problem is 
that the youth of the modem world 
can't tell the difference between 
reality and the more aesthetically 
pleasing world they see in advertise-
ments, a health warning on digitally 
manipulated image::: seems like the 
solution best designed to show con-
cern but no interest in actually solv-
ing the problem. 
The issue of digitally enhanced 
image made without Photoshop . 
could easily be as deceiving as a dig-
itally touched-up photo, so what. 
could a disclaimer like this achieve? 
There isn't an objective reality 
out there just waiting to be captured 
and published. Every image and 
every piece of information is made 
with some kind of information. 
I'd expect better from the birth-
place of existentialism than a cru-
sade for the separation of the fake 
and the authentic in a world where 
the link between unrealistic portray-
als of beauty in the media and the 
development of eating disorders 
and warped self-image in adoles-
cents is well-covered territory, and 
it's good to see that somewhere on 
the planet,.someb09,y thinks they 
can put a dent in it. 
However, I see this kind of law as 
a tremendous step backwards for its 
cause. 
When it comes to media playing 
with imagery, we're on this ride, and 
it's time that we start teaching the 
youth what we know about how to 
make sense ofit all instead of just 
hiding them from it. If the trends of 
the past century are any indication, 
the children born today will be 
inundated with more images and 
information on a day-t~ay basis 
than anybody before them 
Shouldn't we be equipping the 
youth with better powers to scruti-
nize, analyze and move on with 
their lives? Shouldn't we want 
young women to be able to tell for ' 
themselves that they don't have to 
measure up to what they see in pic-
tures? 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
It's science, but it's not about that they would ban drinking from tailgates altogether. Why 
rocket science should they allow someone else to 
make money off of their brands? 
I like this column. Beer cans using school colors is an 
. My cousin was always a,great exceptionally bad idea for any 
math student and often had the company-it's a trademark issue. I 
best grade in her class. She chose guess a junior executive.position 
psychology as a major. I thirik will be opening soon over at 
women like to communicate more Anheuser-Busch after they fire the 
than men do, which leads to more genius that came up with this. 
interest in fields where they have a JESSICA 
more social experience with a cus-
tomer or patient. Student attacked 
YOUR NAME twice ·in one week 
This column makes me look 
back to the 8th grade. Me, that was rm very surprised this story 
afraid to take the higher math class payed so little attention to the fact 
for high school credit, and how that that this wasn't just assault but a 
decision affected my math career hate crime. · 
from there on. That;tk you for put- X 
ting this idea on paper and speak-
ing your mind. Reme~rthatheonly 
LIZ CLAIMED that the attack was 
because of sexual orientation. He 
'Fan Cans' to be in all honesty could have been 
discontinued in Orlando 
attacked for something as insignifi-
cant and stupid as a blue shirt. We 
don't have proof at this time that it 
UCF doesn't like this because was gender-based, and it would 1,e 
they don't get any money out of it. unprofessional to make a huge deal' 
Not because it ''promotes underage ~>Ut of a simple claim at this point. · 
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Former Assistant Public Defender 
Discount for UCF students/ Free Consultation 
407-982~3232 
jajacobsESQ@gmail.com Winter Park, FL 
The key to advertising success 
1-866-74:Z-1373 
www.florlcta--classlflects.coff! 
1H8D c111ea1a1e Way n&51 UninnlY Boulmni 
401-211-1616 407-513-9000 
UCF Gra:11ms Wa'f1o geraate. 
$8»$1<XXl day. Hooe&, 1..£9, 
Far1o al !'ti MLMI No l:ufrg or 
Sefrg.wwwJT¥Tlll18'yIDN.m 
Start L\:l Corrp!ny~ u a, 
MD1ilus, rrdivaled n:Mi.Jal 
1o p, as a flJ.1ine pa1ner. 
Skis n b.Jsiless pari"g, web 
ecxroot:s, a,d, eil1er 
~ with or a, i11erest i1, 
the ftn a-d relevisiJr1 nilslry. 
NO SALARY.~ a,d 
slodt 
Oiyhe cxuageous need~-






2td'2.!'hi 11..t,, renMlt8d 
bMmme n ~Gide 
ilaia, ie ltro.l!tru al 
~ ird $500deposit 
$775$mro407-416-8369 
2 Bdf 25 Ba Tcmrtune with 
~ga.g3u$700tm1h. 
/>aoos he slreet from UCF. 
h:xJme restmlS ~ M:,w i1 
Specia with menloo of 1tis ai 
Cal 407~4-7773 
UCFtNE ORLANOO 
O::tiM Pctie i.J.Da.ly 1'ps 
1 & 2 Becmoms Ree W/0, pod, 
filnesscener, pai:)s. 
zm Ecai Ci: 407-679ffll1 
Pa!Mew-1811BAj:.tb'Rer1. 
$,75 (i!OO) Dep:Jsit}- 3,6 or 12 
~ lea9e. Pocl,Spa, 
We!Ps!SeM!r a-d 'Nami!K/Dryf!K 
almu:led. 
N8a' UivEYsily&rrora, BM:1. 
Qnaj: (407) 435-0022orilcti-
a:J@e.rtltt.net 
11101 High Tech Avenu, 
401-243-6100 
www.marriott.com/mcoce www.residenceinn.com/mcore www.marriott.com/mcots 
Ask about our UCF discounted rates 
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites • 105 Fully Equipped Suites 
• 123 Spacious Rooms 1 
w/double Beds in 
Most Rooms 
• Courtyard Cafe Open for 
Breakfast Daily 
• Outdoor Heated Pool 
andJaruzzi 
• 2 Meeting Rooms for 
up to 40 People 
• High Speed Internet Access 
• Complimentary Full Breakfast 
Buffet 
• Complimentary Social Hour 
M-TH 6p-7:30p 
• Daily Housekeeping Service 
• Outdoor Pool, Jaaazi 
& Sportsoourt 
• High Speed lntemet A«ess 
• Full Cable with Showtime 
• 
• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ 
Area 
• Limited Maid Service 
• Pet Friendly 
• High Speed Internet Access 
• Alternative Student Housing 
All 3 locations within 1 /2 mile from UCF 
located on University Blvd! 
The Marriott Way 
CLASSIFICATIONS RATES 
Rate 
100 Help Wanted: General C 
llS Help Wanted: Part·Tnne C 
~ 
m ForSale:Automotive B First issue: 
Rate( 
$J.9 
$)3 350 For Sale: General A Each addl issue: 150 HelpWanted:FuU-Tme C 375 For Sale: Pets A 
175 BusinessOpportunities B 400 Services B • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
200 For Rent Homes B 500 Announcements A • Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
22S For Rent Ap..:-f111ents • B 600 Travel' B • Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
lSORoommat~ A 700 Worship B 
275 Sublease A 800 Miscellaneous B 
300 For Sale: Homes B 900 Wanted B • Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day 
Room 811111. for cleEll, cµet and 
resp. No Smoke, No Pas, senior 
or gndlale sludent In ~
a2homeneerUCF. Screaled-ln 
paliowlth 3) pe!80ll in-grol.r1d 
jacuzzi, prof. pool table wtth llghls, . 
huge walk-in kii:hen, W/0, ~ 
cable, higMpeedwil!lees 
lnlemet, secu1ty symn md llwm 
are. $550l110. AU. um. incl MoYe-
In ASAP. Cal 407-70!Hi098 for · 
more Info. 
2 rror1hs FREE SurmerSbage 
Furished rocms avai. u F i1 
514tn.ee, Ga!a:1coom aritl 
LCF, SAFE U1i rd. W/0; 
~ net 
$5(X),$535Cal2394704503 
Room for rent in 6 
bErlooo1 rome. Betm UCF. 
$56Qtro. loo~. 
IJi1ies, W/0, cisllNasher, 
arrm.rily pool. Cormm aea 
maid ser.ire. A~ OON. Cal 
407.f,16-fl'El or 321-438-1354 
Female rocmnale1o shire a 3.Q 
tn.ee i1 waefl:xd L.akesv.ih 2 
!jls. l!OO) a rron1h cal Ja-ietu 
delals. (305) 200-$31 
Gra:I s1ulEns any. Live alone i1 
Erosq.ftsWo.p.~t:> 
tn.ee. Sep!:lale enr.roe. $700 a 
m:nh; al ul. rd. ~ pets. Uc 
l..kmtll, cbse ti LCFfv'CC. 
Emai rra6331@y!mo.a:rn 
Fkxmnale t:> shire 3,Q tn.ee. 
11x11 al uti rd. FtJ iQthen, 
cJea, roomaES my, rl;) pets 
$4rotroo.;eoo 2 nit:> LCF, 407-
929-6598 Bra-l<s99@ychJo.a:rn 
MOVE-IN SPECIAL 
1 ST MON FREE W/YR LEASE! 
GaBJAV!Ul p!Jl(325 
bMtwse. $500trm Lil n:. Cal 
Tori 561-700-7231 
Cbsetll.CF 
$500. Al uti m (~ 15ntps, 
maid SEM:l8) 2(XX) &l 1t tn.ee. Wal< 
i1 cilseCs. lVoolh-rra1h anra:15 
rm. tl UCF. Cona:t407-765-7674or 
CJE711@y!mo.a:rn 
1999 NlffiAN MAXIMA3.ct. \/6 
brsale. 146,<XXl mles, 
PE*l1 v.tite, dsk1n, ni-a 
CDSIT1E!OC deleds, perted 
I\JTilJ cxmtial! 
KBB Vaue: $3,500 
Askrg $2,oo:J 000 
Cal 561-6444478or 
~.aim 
6 5 8 
8 1 1 -
7 
3 9 1 
1 I I 
5 · 4 
4 ,-- --
5 6 
--- ·· ...... 






















@ Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 











5 ~:f:iibition agent 17 
9 Vatican-related ,e.,,.,-+--+--+--+--+--
14 Like deserts 
22 15 Heavenly bear 
16 '_ you cleverr 
17 Hobbes, to Calvin 28 
20 Motel restriction 
21 T-bone, for one 
22 Lock of hair 
23 Med. plan choices 
250ppositeof 
"Huh?" 
28 Damascus is its 
cap. 
29 Fashion's Gucci 
and actor Ray 
31 Nudge rudely 
33 Makes a long 
story short? 
34 City leaders 
35 Ideal getaway 
38 Taken care of 
39 "Rich Man, Poor 
Man" nowlist 
Shaw 
40 Give body to, as 
hair 
41 Obvious disdain 
42 Meditator's 
syllables 
45 Calculate sums 
46Coarsefile 
47 Rub ft in 
49 Key in the sea 






58 Summoned the 
butler 




, 62 Between-your- • 
toes grains 
By Fred Jackson Ill 
5Convent 
residents 
6 Historical period 
7 Kazakhstan, until 
1991:Abbr. 
BAssertions 
9 Peel. as a rind 
1 o Opera highlight 
11 Game played 
with a baby 
12 "Raggedy" girl 
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~ I 
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,. 
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3 's I 1 dJ3JII d. SJOJOJdJ 
Last issue solved 
24 Inlaid designs 36 Draw inferences 44 Like fine coifs 
26 ~~~~[am from 46 Notes altec dos 
27 "Isn't that cute!" 37 Farm output 48 Garage jobs 
exclamations 38 The bus stops 50 British machine 
DOWN 30 Prom car here: Abbr. gun 
1 Passes out 31 Persistently 41 Mythical 51 Baker's fat 
2 Weapons - worrying mafliJOS!s 52 Stodgy old-timer 
storehouse 32 "- Eyes": 1975 42 "Va va \/OOflll" 53 _ Four: Bealles 
3 Baby seat ro,er? Eagles M 43 Marlee _ , Best 54 Every bit 
4 Pieces jigsaw 33 Poetic dusks Actress winner in 55 Blubber 
puzzlers usually 34 Bryn _ College "Children of a 56 "_ scale of 1 to 
start wtth 35 Heroic exploit Lesser God"' 1 o ... • 
Solution and n~w puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
UCF Classlc LDgo Sele! 
45'% off slaps, walelll & more at 
www.1ltip1ca1Sow:om 
Pmoc:lel>JJoErieq:rises, Ll.C 
fVTl:U're dJa l>JJo mge 
casia-~rane 
rumi 407-721-<X384 
Check out our Classifieds, 
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